
 

 

 

MINUTES of EDTC 2018 ANNUAL MEETING 

CONSTANTA, ROMANIA 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Place: Ramada Constanta, Mamaia, ROMANIA  
Date: 11-13 October 2018 
 

 

AGENDA 
 

11th October 2018, Thursday, Hotel On Plonge Junior 
 

17:00-18:00 

 

 

EDTC Board Meeting 
 

 

EDTC Board 

12th October 2018, Friday, Ramada Constanta 

 

09:30-09:35 

 

Welcome 

 

 

Chairman 

Jörn Ryberg 

09:35-10:00 Introductory presentations by Host Country and 

Safety and Security Information 

 

Host 



 

10:00-10:10 EDTC Admin Matters 

List of Apologies 

EDTC membership Summary 

 

Secretary 

Akın Savas Toklu 

10:10-10:40 Chairman’s report; Summary of actions from 

2017 

Chairman 

Jörn Ryberg 

10:40-11:00 COFFEE BREAK  

 

11:10-12:30 

 

Activity of workgroups on “best practice 

document” 

 

All 

   

12:30-13:30 LUNCH  

 

13:30-13:50 

 

Reports from workgroups on “best practice 

document” 

 

 

Chairmen of 

Workgroups 

13:50-14:20 

 

Reports from the Medical Subcommittee and 

Discussion/approval of "Competence Standards 

for physicians of occupational diving and 

tunnelling companies 

 

EDTC MedSub Chairman 

Jurg Wendling 

 

14:20-15:30 National reports 
ESTONIA 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

ITALY 

NORWAY 

SWEDEN 

ADCI - USA 

UK 

POLAND 

Aleksei Usanov 

Eric Albier 

Orlando Pandolfi 

Pasquale Longobardi 

Olav Hauso 

Mats Hagberg 

Phil Newsum 

Phil Crombie 

Krzysztof Stopierzynski 

   

15:30-16:00 COFFEE BREAK  

 

16:00-16:30 

 

Elections; “For the positions of Pasquale 

Longobardi & Akin Savas Toklu” 

 

 

All 

16:30-17:00 Any other business, Next Meeting 

 

All 

17:00-17:20 Closing remarks Chairman 

Jörn Ryberg 

19:00-23:00 DINNER, Hotel On Plonge Junior All 

 

13th October 2016, Saturday 

 

09:00-14:00 

 

City Tour  

 

All 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

HOST 
 
Dumitru COSTIN 
Gabriel Lucien Balan 
Nicusor Chiripuci 

 
ROMANIA 
ROMANIA 
ROMANIA 

 

 

THOSE PRESENT 
 
EXECUTIVE BOARD 
Name:   Representing: Note: 
Jörn Ryberg  SWEDEN  Chairman 
Akin Savas Toklu TURKEY Secretary 
Phil Crombie UK Treasurer 
Jean Lelievre FRANCE Member Executive Board 
Jurg Wendling SWITZERLAND Member Executive Board 
   
MEMBERS COUNTRY  
   

Akin Savas Toklu 
Aleksei Usanov 
Andreas Achermann 
Andrejs Cernavskis 
Bjarne Sandvik 
Bulelwa Huna 
Claus Mayer 
David Parkes 
Dumitru Costin 
Eric Albier 
Francisco Gamito Guerreiro 
Frank Werner 
Gabriel Lucien Balan 
Giovanni Esentato 
Hans Cuylits 
Igor Burovenko 
Jabulile Mhlophe 
Jaroslav Šot 
Jean Lelievre 
Joar Gangenes 
Jörn Ryberg 
Jürg Wendling 
Knud-Helge Andreasen 
Krzysztof Stopierzyński 
Leif Morten Rasch 
Leo Lagarde 
Margo Purru 
Martin Heer 
Mats Hagberg 
Nicusor Chiripuci 
Olav Hauso 
Orlando Pandolfi  
Pasquale Longobardi  
Peter Sieniewicz 
Phil Crombie 
Rob Gatt 
Roland Vanden Eede 
Salih Murat Egi 
Vitalijs Cernavskis 
Zuzana Šotová 

TURKEY 
ESTONIA 
SWITZERLAND 
LATVIA 
NORWAY 
IDRF 
GERMANY 
IDRF 
ROMANIA  
FRANCE 
PORTUGAL 
GERMANY 
ROMANIA  
ITALY 
BELGIUM 
ESTONIA 
IDRF 
CZECH REPUBLIC 
FRANCE 
NORWAY 
SWEDEN 
SWITZERLAND 
DENMARK 
POLAND 
NORWAY 
THE NETHERLANDS 
ESTONIA 
NORWAY 
SWEDEN 
ROMANIA  
NORWAY 
ITALY 
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UNITED KINGDOM 
UNITED KINGDOM 
IDRF 
BELGIUM 
TURKEY 
LATVIA 
CZECH REPUBLIC 
 

 



 

GUESTS and OBSERVERS COUNTRY  
   
Bogdan Dumitrescu 
Paul Dinca 
Iulian Catalin Bratu 
Phil Newsum 

ROMANIA 
ROMANIA 
ROMANIA 
ADCI 

 

   
APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE COUNTRY  
   
Alan Bax 
Daniel Larsson 
Franz Hattan  
Jacek Kot 
Mark Caney 
Massimo Becherucci  
Pieter-Jan van Ooij 
Pavel Macura 
Peter Ric-Hansen 
Roswitha Prohaska  
Staffan Littorin 
Vitalijs Zaharovs 

IDSA 
SWEDEN 
SWITZERLAND 
POLAND 
EUF 
ITALY 
THE NETHERLAND 
CZECH REPUBLIC 
DENMARK 
AUSTRIA  
SWEDEN 
LATVIA 

 

 
 

WELCOME ADDRESS 
The Chairman Jörn Ryberg opened the EDTC 2018 meeting welcoming the members and noted 
that the number of participants in the meeting was higher than previous meetings. He thanked 
the host for organizing 2018 EDTC Annual Meeting and invited Dan Rican to the stage. Dan Rican 
welcomed participants and introduced himself. He invited Captain Nicusor Chiripuci who is a 
member representing Government for Romania.  
 
Captain Nicusor Chiripuci welcomed the participants and introduced himself as the commanding 
officer of the Romanian Navy Diving School and representing the Romanian Navy Diving Center. 
He added that their unite was the national authority for divers and diving activities and the only 
Romanian institution empowered to issue the professional diver certificates, both military and 
civilians for fifty years. He has given information about the historical background of Romanian 
Diving center. Then he listed the activity of the unit as follows; authorize, inspect, train and certify 
all professional divers and diving activities, train and certify medical personnel, underwater tech 
support, assistance, survey, scientific research for underwater technologies and equipment and 
military diving operations. Captain Chiripuci also gave details about diving center facilities. He 
summarized the regulation on professional diving in Romania and listed the courses. He added 
that in 2014, Romanian Navy Diving Center issued an internal procedure to implement the 
Professional Qualification Directive 2005/36/EC on the recognition of professional qualifications. 
He defined their vision as to organize common education and training for a full range of diving 
and rescue operations, in accordance with EU common standards. Please see Annex 1 for the 
detail. 
 
The president of National Trade Union Bloc, Dumitru Costin was invited to stage after Captain 
Nicusor Chiripuci, who is representing the Union for Romania in EDTC. Dumitru Costin reported 
that he first time had chance to join EDTC meeting and added that he was happy to be host for 
EDTC 2018. He explained that they are representing professional divers and workers at the ports 
or maritime platforms on Black Sea. He added that the human investment expected to be 
increased in Romania for the works in territorial waters, and therefore legislations or regulations 
will be needed to be improved. He introduced the Romanian Ministry of Transportation, Mr. 
Lucian Șova and invited him for a speech. 
 
The ministry expressed his pleasure to welcome participants in Romania for EDTC Meeting. He 
thanked all members for participating the meeting. He added that the activity of EDTC is important 



 

for the Ministry of Transport, and emphasized the importance of updating Romanian Legislation 
to international standards. He noted they have an agenda for updating the regulations and 
legislations for professional underwater activities. He informed the participants that the general 
manager of Constanta Harbour was also invited and declared that they would have another 
meeting during EDCT Annual Meeting. He wished a successful meeting and thanked to Gabriel 
Balan and Dan Rican for organizing the meeting.    
 
Chairman thanked to Mr. Lucian Sova and invited secretary to the stage for his presentation.  
 

EDTC ADMIN MATTERS 
Secretary, Akin S. Toklu gave brief history of EDTC annual meetings, mentioning the date and 
place of previous meetings. He has listed the apologies, guests and participants as above. He 
introduced the new members as flows; Andreas Achermann representing Government for 
Switzerland, Francisco M. G. F. Quaresma Guerreiro representing medicine for Portugal, Hans 
Cuylits representing government for Belgium, Nicusor CHIRIPUCI representing government for 
Romania, Orlando Pandolfi & Massimo Becherucci representing government for Italy.   

Akin S. Toklu informed the participants about the numbers of countries in EDTC, members and 
vacant memberships. He asked the members to nominate new members for the vacant positions. 
Secretary also indicated the status of annual membership payments.  

Secretary finished his report by thanking the host for organizing EDTC 2018 Meeting. The detail 
about the secretary report can be seen in Annex 2. 

  

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 

The Chairman, Jörn Ryberg asked participants to show and introduce themselves to each other 
since there were new members and guests before starting his report. In his report he summarized 
purpose and structure of EDTC as an organization. He added EDCT reaches its aim by discussions 
to produce standards and guidances. He also introduced the board members and the activities of 
the board.  He informed the participants about the achievements done by the Board in 2018. He 
listed the achievements of EDTC as follows; Training Objectives for a Diving Medicine Physician 
(2013), Guidance for Diving on Renewable Energy Projects (2013), EDTC governing policy for co-
operation (2014), Guidance for Goal-setting Principles for Harmonized Diving Standards in 
Europe (2015), Competence standard (2018). He emphasized the importance of the recent 
achievements of inventory document comparing the legislations/regulations among European 
countries and of the drafted “best practice document”. He noted that with the inventory document 
it was understood that there was huge variation within regulations over the countries and added 
the “best practice document” will be a minimum standard for the countries to be implemented 
their national regulations and legislations. Chairman reminded the participants that diving has 
been included in the Directive 2005/36/EC as a regulated and industrial profession since 2016. 
He added education of professional divers should be the same and equal in all over Europe and 
evaluation has to be performed by authorities. He also emphasized the unacceptable situation 
regarding the fatal diving accidents and gave some statistics about the fatalities occurred during 
last 60 years. He continued by giving information about fatal diving accidents in Norway during 
last 40 years. He explained the inventory work had been done due to lack of consistency between 
rules and regulations all over the Europe and explained the method followed for the inventory 
work and the results. Chairman suggested that EDTC should be proactive instead of being reactive 
and he explained that the “best practice document” will give practical advice for authorities who 
then can get preventive measures to reduce the risk in professional diving. Chairman explained 
the way to improve the situation forward as; to have guidance documents available for the whole 
of Europe to reduce the fatalities in the industry. Chairman informed participants about six 
workgroup tables and the method should be followed during the discussion on drafted Guidance 
on Safe Working Practices in Commercial Diving. The detail about chairman report can be seen in 
Annex 3.     
 



 

ACTIVITY OF WORKGROUPS  
Six workgroups came together around six round tables, each table delegated a chairman and 
discussed on the drafted document.  
 

REPORTS FROM WORKGROUPS  
Joar Gangenes, Peter Sieniewicz, Andreas Achermann, Krzysztof Stopierzyński, Roland Vanden 
Eede and Leo Lagarde presented the comments of Workgroups at Table-1, Table-2, Table-3, Table-
4, Table-5 and Table-6 respectively. The comments were also shared electronically by 
participants.      

REPORT FROM THE MEDICAL SUBCOMMITTEE 

Jürg Wendling reported that EDTC MedSub met during the EUBS Annual Meeting on 29th 
September 2018 in Durban, South Africa. He stated that the meeting was quite successful in terms 
of participants and there were delegates from Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe and USA. Jürg 
Wendlig listed the topic discussed during the meeting as follows; “from training standards to 
diving medical competence standards for DMAs (Diving Medical Advisor)”, “IDMEB (International 
Diving Medical Expert Board) to organize certifications of DMAs”., “EDMD div med databank gets 
international” and “revision of fitness to dive standards”. He stated that diving industry needs 
additional proficiencies for current Level2D certified diving physicians, such as knowledge on 
occupational medicine, surface supplied diving and professional diving techniques, nitrox diving 
and oxygen decompression and onsite recompression treatment. He added that the new title for 
guidance approved as “EDTC competence standard for physicians of occupational diving and 
tunnelling companies” by EDTC MedSub. He also explained modifications compared to proposal 
from earlier years. He has given detail about IDMEB, national coordinators and certification 
procedures and European Diving Medicine Databank. He added information about the progress 
on revision of fitness to dive standards. The detail about the report from EDTC MedSub can be 
reached at Annex 4.  

NATIONAL REPORTS  
 
ESTONIA (Aleksei Usanov) 

Aleksei Usanov made a presentation on applications of acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
engineering surveys. He informed the participants about the international company GT 
Corporation SE which has been working in the field of marine engineering and hydro-technical 
engineering in many European countries for more than 25 years. He explained the required data 
according to the survey zone. He also gave an example of seabed survey in a port with the images 
oil terminal water area, pile field pier, metal sheet pile wall and final plot for metal sheet pile wall 
survey. He demonstrated combination of survey data with quadrocopter data for the larger areas 
scanned by a boat. He also showed the images of surface scanning.  He listed the advantages of 
scanning versus classical methods. But he also added that still divers are indispensable and the 
best way is to combine divers and scanners. The detail about the presentation can be reached in 
Annex 5.   
 
FRANCE (Eric Albier)  
Eric Albier reported fatal diving accidents in France during 2018 as 15 recreational and 3 
commercial diving fatalities. He also added there were 2 serious commercial diving accidents. He 
noted that the investigations are still on process and he gave details about the accidents as can be 
seen in Annex 7. He also gave the numbers of certificates delivered by Ministry of Labor. He 
finished his report by informing participants about the update in legislation. Detail can be seen in 
Annex 6.      
 
ITALY (Orlando Pandolfi) 
Orlando Pandolfi as spokesman of Mi.S.E. (Ministero Sviluppo Economico i.e. Italy Ministry for 
Economic Development ) has extended Mi.S.E.’s vivid interest in attending this discussion board, 



 

as gas & oil offshore industry is primarily important to Italy. Mi.S.E. plays an active role in offshore 
activities as they have fostered and promoted a related Legislative Decree dated 24 January 2012 
which is built on UNI EN 11366 standard that oversees industrial diving activities in offshore. 
Based on the application of the a.m. standard and following the international safety standards 
Italian Mi.S.E. is firmly interested in actively participating to EDTC discussion tables, bringing out 
Italian commitment in the subject, as a country widely surrounded by coastlines.  
 
 
ITALY (Pasquale Longobardi) 
Pasquale Longobardi made a presentation on medical assistance of working divers. He 
emphasized that the number of annual fatal diving accidents was doubled in last eighteen years 
and added that estimated cost of fatalities is around 1 000 000 GBP per year. He informed 
participants about the numbers of events, incidents and complaints. He noted that working divers 
have strenuous work in remote locations, far from effective medical support and therefore they 
must be able to react to emergencies for themselves and their team mates. He added the illnesses 
or injuries could be managed by Diver Medic Technician (DMT), ship or rig medics if available, 
company doctor (by telemedicine), on-call emergency medical team (near the dive site) and 
medical staff at dive sites. Pasquale Longobardi gave some statistics from “Dive Doctors” in Italy 
that can be seen in Annex 8. He also mentioned about the activities and dive sites of dive 
contractors in Italy. He gave the examples of medical problems encountered on site such as 
infectious diseases, ear problems, contaminated water and contaminated chamber, trauma (crusj 
injuries). He finished his report giving detail about Shah Deniz 2 Project, in the Caspian, Nenè field 
Phase 2 in Congo. The detail about the presentation can be reached in Annex 7 
 
NORWAY (Olav Hauso) 
Olav Hauso presented his national report that includes information about accidents and incidents 
changes in legislation, practices, statistics regarding certifications, activities in support of training 
and safety, quality control of diver training and certification. He reported that the numbers of 
accidental events and fatal diving accidents were decreased in las thirty years. He gave detail 
about the reported accidents and incidents occurred between October 2017 and October 2018 as 
seen in Annex 9. He stated that there was no change in the legislation for offshore diving, but there 
were significant changes in the legislation regulating inshore diving activities under The 
Norwegian Labor Inspection Authority. He also gave the statistics regarding certification of divers 
adding the information about available courses. He informed participants about the procedures 
of quality control of diver training and certification. He introduced the proposed new design of 
certificates and purpose of the changes. He finished his report by giving information about 
ongoing activities. The detail about the presentation can be seen in Annex 8.   
 
SWEDEN (Mats Hagberg) 
Mats Hagberg reported that The Swedish Work Environment Authority will demand the 
competence of Medical Examiner of Divers according to EDTC standards. He added that previously 
occupational health physicians were also performing fitness to dive exams. He informed 
participants that training on diving and hyperbaric medicine is managed by Sahlgrenska 
University Hospital and University of Gothenburg. He declared that 25 diving physicians enrolled 
in medical examiner of diver (MED) refresher course in September 2018. He added in January 
2019 Medical Examiners of Divers course and hyperbaric medicine course will be held in 
Karlskrona and Gothenburg according to EDTC and ECHM. He finished his presentation by giving 
information about a survey done by a questionnaire for working diver in which stress found to be 
a related factor for diving injuries. The detail can be reached at Annex 9.     
 
ADCI – USA  (Phil Newsum) 

Phil Newsum from Association of Diving Contractors International (ADCI) made a presentation 
on ADCI, history, impact to Industry, and requirements for contractors and schools, as a guest 
joined the meeting. He described the mission of ADCI as seen in Annex 11, by adding ADCI has 
been at the forefront of establishing safe industry guidelines for General Contractors and 
Commercial Diver Training Programs. He noted that ADCI provides input and guidance to 



 

regulators, contractors, schools, militaries, manufacturers, as well as the medical industry. He 
listed the partnership of ADCI as USCG, ASA, CDSA, Chilean Navy, and SupSalv (USN). He finished 
his report declaring that new guidelines will be released at the end of the fourth (4th) quarter of 
2018, in conjunction with the release of the International Consensus Standards for Commercial 
Diving and Underwater Operations. Please see Annex 10 for the detail.  
 
UK (Phil Crombie) 
Phil Crombie made an update on accident and incidents, dangerous occurrences, complaints, 
enforcement notices, changes in legislation, practices and/or arrangements. He also mentioned 
about the changes in Fort William Underwater Center such as rebuilt of saturation systems, self-
propelled hyperbaric life board (SPHL). He added that 3 courses were completed to date, in 
which SPHL evacuation exercises incorporated. He also showed the statistics on HSE certificates 
issued. The detail about his presentation can be seen in Annex 11.  
 
POLAND (Krzysztof Stopierzynski) 

National report from Poland was presented by Krzysztof Stopierzynski. The report included 
information about the legislation relevant to commercial diving. He explained the revisions on 
Health and Safety of Underwater Work Executive act 2004 limiting the use of SCUBA for the works 
deeper than 20 m depth, dangerous diving works such as pneumatic and hydraulics tools, welding 
and burning, UXO work etc., offshore operations, describing 4 man offshore team, including 
separate set of rules for offshore diving, introducing suspending or cancelling certification based 
on not complying with HSE rules and issuing false reports, revising responsibility area of 
contractor – supervisor – client, defining protocols for inshore state supervision over the safety 
of the dive sites. He also shared numbers from Maritime Office diving certification database 
regarding diver, supervisor and diving system operator certificates as seen in Annex 3. He 
informed participants that HSE recognized Polish Diving Qualification in 2016. He also gave brief 
information about the projects Dive Smart, Baltic Pipe and Marelitt Baltic, Ratownik (Navy Rescue 
Sat Vessel), Polish Offshore Wind Energy. He finished his report giving detail about Polish 
Association of Hyperbaric Medicine and Technics, scientific activities, conferences, periodic 
Journal of Polish Hyperbaric Research and published books on hyperbaric medicines and technics. 
The details are included in Annex 12.    
 

ELECTIONS 
 

The Secretary announced that there were two nominations for the positions of Pasquale 

Longobardi from Italy and Akin Savas Toklu from Turkey, in EDTC Board. The nominations were 

Pasquale Longobardi and Akin Savas Toklu, therefore they were re-elected as EDTC Board 

members.    
 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS, NEXT MEETING, VENUE AND DATE  
 

The host country of the next EDTC meeting was announced as Sweden. Chairman, Jörn Ryberg 

made a presentation about proposed localization of EDTC 2019 Meeting. He wished all members 

welcome to EDTC 2019 Meeting in Sweden. 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS & CLOSING REMARKS  
 

Chairman thanked to host for organizing very successful EDTC 2018 Annual meeting. He closed 

the meeting wishing to meet all the members next year in Sweden.    

 
 
Compiled by Akin S. Toklu 



ROMANIAN DIVING CENTER

1UNCLASSIFIED



ROMANIAN DIVING CENTER

AGENDA

ØHistorical background

ØField of professional activities

ØFacilities

ØRegulated professions in Romania

ØThe 2005/36/EC Directive

ØVision
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- 50 years of excellence in diving !
- over 3000 divers trained !

- among the best Black Sea trainers!
- thousands of open sea dives !

ROMANIAN DIVING CENTER

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

3UNCLASSIFIED



1955 - the first Military Divers Team (EOD Team);
1967 - the Diving Center establishment;
1977 - RoS ”Emil Racovitã” (deep sea support ship) entered service;
1978 - first Bell dive at depths of 70 and 100 m;
1978 - 1979 - first deep sea Romanian divers certified in France;
1980 - RoS ”Grigore Antipa” (deep sea support ship) entered service;
1981 - first saturation dive - 300 m;
1984 - international saturation dive record – 501 meters (USA/France/Romania);
1984 - 1987 - maritime oil drills installation;
1987 - up to now - various underwater complex activities (dam repairs underwater
surveys, assistance during pressure and sealing tests, etc.).
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ROMANIAN DIVING CENTER
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

UNCLASSIFIED



ROMANIAN DIVING CENTER

FIELD  OF  PROFESSIONAL  ACTIVITIES

- National Authority for professional diving;
- authorize, inspect, train and certify all professional divers and 
diving activities
- train and certify medical personnel;
- underwater tech support, assistance, survey;
- scientific research for underwater technologies and equipment;
- military diving operations.

UNCLASSIFIED
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ROMANIAN DIVING CENTER

DIVING CENTER FACILITIES

- military baracks and diving HQ;
- administrative and training staff;
- classrooms and physical training facilities;
- research & hyperbaric lab;
- access to diving pool and sea diving areas;
- medical (hyperbaric trained) personnel;
- diving equipment/ boats/ ships;
- technical personnel and repair shops;
- dwelling, food & transport for trainees

UNCLASSIFIED
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ROMANIAN DIVING CENTER

Regulated diving professions in Romania

- SCUBA diver
- Surface supllied diver 0-40m and 40-60m
- Salvage diver
- Diving supervisor
- Chamber operator
- Diving tehnician

UNCLASSIFIED
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ROMANIAN DIVING CENTER

COURSES

DIVING
SCHOOL

• SCUBA diver – 8 weeks
• Surface  supplied  diver 0-40m – 8 weeks
• Surface  supplied  diver 40-60m – 12 weeks
• Salvage diver – 16 weeks
• Combat   diver – 16 weeks
• Diving supervisor – 3 weeks
• Chamber operator – 3 weeks
• Diving tehnician – 3 weeks
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ROMANIAN DIVING CENTER

The 2005/36/EC Directive

- Implemented  since 2014;
- Registered in IMI PQ NET (Internal Market Information 
System ) – an IT-based information network that links up 
national, regional and local authorities across borders and 
enables them to comumunicate quickly and easily in 12 legal 
areas, including Professional Qualifications and Services
- The European Professional Card  (EPC) 

UNCLASSIFIED
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ROMANIAN DIVING CENTER

VISION

To organize common education and training for a full range of 
diving and rescue operations , in accordance with EU common 
standards.

UNCLASSIFIED
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ROMANIAN DIVING CENTER

PROJECTS

- Focus on implementing the european specific diving standards 
and procedures 

- Building new facilities to assure a modern framework  for 
training and education

UNCLASSIFIED
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THANK YOU
FOR  YOUR 

ATTENTION !
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EDTC Secretary Report
Akın Savaş Toklu



YEAR HOST YEAR HOST
2000 UK 2010 CZECH R.
2001 BELGIUM 2011 FRANCE
2002 FRANCE 2012 NORWAY
2003 SWITZERLAND 2013 TURKEY
2003 AUSTRIA 2014 SPAIN
2004 TURKEY 2015 POLAND
2005 BELGIUM 2016 ESTONIA
2007 PORTUGAL 2017 AUSTRIA
2008 NORWAY 2018 ROMANIA
2009 DENMARK 2019

HOSTS of ANNUAL MEETINGS



YEAR HOST YEAR HOST
2000 UK 2010 CZECH R.
2001 BELGIUM 2011 FRANCE
2002 FRANCE 2012 NORWAY
2003 SWITZERLAND 2013 TURKEY
2003 AUSTRIA 2014 SPAIN
2004 TURKEY 2015 POLAND
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2007 PORTUGAL 2017 AUSTRIA
2008 NORWAY 2018 ROMANIA
2009 DENMARK 2019

HOSTS of ANNUAL MEETINGS



History 
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2001

2002-2011

2003
2003-2017

2004-2014

2005
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EDTC Membership Summary

• 21 Countries
– Government
– Industry
– Medicine
– Union

• 6 Organizations
• Correspondents 



√



Apologies for absence
NAME REPRESENTING
Daniel Larsson Sweden
Franz Hattan Switzerland
Jacek Kot Poland
Mark Caney EUF
Pieter-Jan van Ooij The Netherland
Pavel Macura Czech Republic
Peter Ric-Hansen Denmark
Vitalijs Zaharovs Latvia
Alan Bax IDSA
Staffan Littorin Sweden
Roswitha Prohaska Austria
Massimo Becherucci Italy



List of participants
NAME REPRESENTING NAME REPRESENTING

Hans Cuylits Belgium Bjarne Sandvik Norway
Roland Vanden Eede Belgium Joar Gangenes Norway

Jaroslav Šot Czech Republic Leif Morten Rasch Norway
Zuzana Šotová Czech Republic Martin Heer Norway

Knud-Helge Andreasen Denmark Olav Hauso Norway
Aleksei Usanov Estonia Krzysztof Stopierzyński Poland
Igor Burovenko Estonia Pedro Rodriges Portugal

Margo Purru Estonia Francisco Gamito Guerreiro Portugal
Eric Albier France Dumitru COSTIN Romania

Jean LELIEVRE France Gabriel L. Balan Romania
Claus MAYER Germany Nicusor Chiripuci Romania
Frank Werner Germany Jörn Ryberg Sweden
Bulelwa Huna IDRF Mats Hagberg Sweden
David Parkes IDRF Andreas Achermann Switzerland

Jabulile Mhlophe IDRF Jürg Wendling Switzerland
Rob Gatt IDRF Leo Lagarde The Netherlands

Giovanni Esentato Italy Akin Savas Toklu Turkey
Orlando Pandolfi Italy Salih Murat Egi Turkey

Pasquale Longobardi Italy Peter Sieniewicz United Kingdom
Andrejs Cernavskis Latvia Phil Crombie United Kingdom
Vitalijs Cernavskis Latvia



List of participants
NAME REPRESENTING NAME REPRESENTING

Hans Cuylits Belgium Vitalijs Cernavskis Latvia
Roland Vanden Eede Belgium Bjarne Sandvik Norway

Jaroslav Šot Czech Republic Joar Gangenes Norway
Zuzana Šotová Czech Republic Leif Morten Rasch Norway

Knud-Helge Andreasen Denmark Martin Heer Norway
Aleksei Usanov Estonia Olav Hauso Norway
Igor Burovenko Estonia Krzysztof Stopierzyński Poland

Margo Purru Estonia Francisco Gamito Guerreiro Portugal
Eric Albier France Dumitru COSTIN Romania

Jean LELIEVRE France Gabriel L. Balan Romania
Claus MAYER Germany Nicusor Chiripuci Romania
Frank Werner Germany Jörn Ryberg Sweden
Bulelwa Huna IDRF Mats Hagberg Sweden
David Parkes IDRF Andreas Achermann Switzerland

Jabulile Mhlophe IDRF Jürg Wendling Switzerland
Rob Gatt IDRF Leo Lagarde The Netherlands

Giovanni Esentato Italy Akin Savas Toklu Turkey
Orlando Pandolfi Italy Salih Murat Egi Turkey

Pasquale Longobardi Italy Peter Sieniewicz United Kingdom
Andrejs Cernavskis Latvia Phil Crombie United Kingdom



Guests
1. Bogdan DUMITRESCU ROMANİA
2. Paul DINCA ROMANIA
3. Iulian Catalin BRATU ROMANIA



New members
• Andreas Achermann

– Government, SWITZERLAND 

• Francisco M. G. F. Quaresma Guerreiro
– Medicine, PORTUGAL 

• Hans Cuylits
– Government, BELGIUM

• Nicusor CHIRIPUCI
– Government, ROMANIA 

• Orlando Pandolfi & Massimo Becherucci
– Government, ITALY



Membership facts in numbers
• The # of member countries 21
• Expected # of members 84
• Current # of members 53
• # of vacant positions 31

– Government 12
– Industry 18
– Medicine 17
– Union 6



GOVERNMENT

Members
Vacant

INDUSTRY

Members
Vacant

MEDICINE

Members
Vacant

UNION

Members
Vacant

% 57
% 86

% 80
% 29



DATE NAME AMOUNT COUTRY
180913 Daniel Larsson 50 Sweden

180709 Giovani Esentato 50 Iitaly

180326 Hans Cuylits 50 Belgium

180918 IDSA 50 IDSA

CASH Jean Lelivre 50 France

180620 Jörn Ryberg 50 Sweden

180202 Jürg Wendling 50 Switzerland 

180301 Knud-Helge Andreasen 50 Denmark

180625 Leo Lagarde 50 The Netherland

180907 Mats Hagberg 50 Sweden

181003 Rui Manuel Zambujo Madeira 50 Portugal

180827 Pasquale Longobardi 50 Italy

160702 Peter Sienkiewicz 50 IMCA

180503 Phil Crombie 50 UK

180203 Roland Vanden Eede 50 Belgium

2018 Annual membership fee payments



NAME # people PAID DUE
Akin Savas Toklu 1 50
Aleksei Usanov 1 50

Andreas Achermann 1 50
Andrejs Cernavskis 1 50

Bjarne Sandvik 1 50
Bulelwa Huna 1 50
Claus MAYER 1 50

Dumitru COSTIN 1 50
Eric Albier 1 50

Francisco Gamito Guerreiro 1 50
Gabriel L Balan 1 50

Giovanni Esentato 1 50
Igor Burovenko 1 50

Jabulile Mhlophe 1 50
Jaroslav Šot 1 50
Jean Lelivre 1 50 0

Joar Gangenes 1 50
Krzysztof Stopierzyński 1 50

Leif Morten Rasch 1 50
Leo Lagarde 1 50 0
Martin Heer 1 50

Mats Hagberg 1 50 0
Nicusor Chiripuci 1 50

Olav Hauso 1 50
Orlando Pandolfi 1 50

Pasquale Longobardi 1 50 0
Vitalijs Cernavskis 1 50

Zuzana Šotová 1 50
David Parkes 2 100
Hans Cuylits 2 50 50
Jörn Ryberg 2 50 50

Jürg Wendling 2 100 0
Knud-Helge Andreasen 2 50 50

Margo Purru 2 100
Rob Gatt 2 100

Roland Vanden Eede 2 100 0

The list for 
the dinner



City tour;

Quick summary of the activities on the 13th, Saturday:

• 09.30 – bus collection at Hotel On Plonge

• 10.00 – start of the 4th Edition of the Constanta Kayak Marathon –
opening ceremony on the premises of the Gheroghe Oancea Diving and
Swimming Centre. Guest speaker: Ivan Patzaichin, multiple olympic and
world canoe champion, Member of the Olympic Order

• 11.00-14.00 – City tour. Old Town (the Peninsula) visit, home of all major
historical and tourist attractions in Constanta: ancient city of Tomis, the
Casino and the seaside promenade, Ovidius Square, Tomis Marina.

• Would be very good to know how many people will attend the activities, 
to arrange the details.



Thanks our host for 
organizing EDTC’2018

Dan Rican
Mirela Caravan
Semra Abdula

Nicusor Chiripuci
Gabriel L. Balan
Dumitru COSTIN
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EDTC is a non profit organization - formed 1973.

Purpose

• Safer Commercial  Diving,
• Through Unity, Strength (Securitas per unitatem). 

Representation
• Membership - entire geographical Europe,
• Medical, 
• Industry, 
• Government, 
• Labour Unions. 

EDTC reach its aims by

• Independent European forum, 
• Discussions,
• Standards, 
• Guidance.

1. European Diving Technology Committee (EDTC)Profile



Efficient board meetings each 3rd

month using Skype.
Fixed agenda:
1. Welcome and opening comments by Chairman,
2. Review and approval of previous Board meeting minutes,
3. Actions and matters outstanding since last meeting,
4. Economic reports,
5. Discussion on EDTC 2018 activities,
6. Discussion about preparing the annual meting,
7. Any other business,
8. Next meeting.

2. The executive board of 2018

Akin Toklu Jean Lelievre Jürg Wendling Jörn Ryberg Pasquale 
Longobardi

Philip Crombie

Other board achievements 
during 2018

1. SLIC – HSHW presentation,

2. Meetings with governmental authorities,

3. Meetings re. the Directive 2005/36/EC,

4. Drafting documents.



Undertakings
• Independent European forum, 

• Spreading knowledge and guidance,

• If applicable - recommend harmonization.

Recent achievements
• Inventory all over Europe – first of its kind,
• Draft – safe work practices – European co-ordination.

Issued Guidance Documents
• Competence standard (2018),

• Guidance for Goal-setting Principles for 

Harmonized Diving Standards in Europe (2015),

• EDTC governing policy for co-operation (2014),

• Guidance for Diving on Renewable Energy Projects (2013),

• Training Objectives for a Diving Medicine Physician (2013).

3. EDTC - Achievements



Directive 2005/36/EC
• Diving – a regulated and industrial profession since 2016,
• Education of divers should be the same or equal.
• Evaluation has to be performed by authorities.

Directives vs National Legislation
• Inventory made all  over Europe – first of its kind,
• Result of inventory and view of EDTC  - huge variation within regulations over the countries, 
• Implemented into national law in some of the Member States,
• Creating a common basis is of urgent and significant value, 
• EDTC´s  guidance documents - promote  best practice.

4. European Framework Directives



The list of regulated professions in 
Europe is found at:

http://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-
databases/regprof/index.cfm?act
ion=regprofs

If you search for diving, the list at 
the right  is displayed.

The link to 2005/36/EC is general 
and as primary application

4. The list of regulated professions in Europe



5. European Commercial Diving –
A reminder why we all are doing this work

The diving industry – Expensive knowledge

This situation is not acceptable ! 
• Diving Industry - Statistics of fatal accidents,

• Little Governmental information,

• Collected by voluntary individuals,

• 1960 – 1999 – 815 fatal accidents occurred,

• 2000 – 2018 - 769 fatal accidents occurred.

Together we can co-operate to reduce this!

EDTC can by being the forum it is, give guidance that can 
be spread in a very quick way even if differences exist 
amongst the European countries. 

2000 38

2001 29

2002 27

2003 21

2004 37

2005 38

2006 34

2007 45

2008 50

2009 50

2010 74

2011 74

2012 69

2013 46

2014 48

2015 28

2016 44

2017 17

2018 1

1704%20Olycksfall%20i%20norge.pdf


5. European Commercial Diving
International Commercial Diving Companies and internationally mobile employees
• Large variety of national regulations,  standards  and guidance to assure safe operations,
• EU - overall goal of the free movement of labor,
• Employee mobility represents a huge challenge. 

The Unit of Health, Safety & Hygiene at Work (HSHW) and the Commercial Diving Sector
• European interface – HSHW - Senior Labor Inspectors Committee
• Commercial Diving – on the agenda sometimes.

Commercial Diving Operations  - unique combination of  HS issues 
within a unforgiving environment.

Due to the lack of consistency between rules 
and regulations all over Europe – EDTC has 
reacted and acted by doing an inventory 



Complex undertaking
• 22 countries to investigate, 
• 9 delegates within the workgroup,
• Division of workload.

Achievements
• Workgroup with great commitment,
• Pro-active approach and discussions, 
• Spreading knowledge about the difference in Europe.

Results
• Answers from 18 of 22 countries,
• More than 80% hit range,
• Large variation all over Europe

• Cross reference made to existing approved documents

6. Inventory done by EDTC



Existing
regulations

Only in general
terms

Under 
development

Basic 
regulations

No regulations

Offshore / inshore
diving

14 only inshore
4 Offshore

4 4

Safety-Quality-
Risk management

7 4 3 4

Organisation-
duties-
responsabilities

6 5 4 3

Health issues 9 2 4 3

Training-
certification-
competence

8 2 2 4 2

Operations-HLRA-
LMRA

10 1 4 3

Diving Systems-
equipment

8 5 1 2 (no reference
to PPE directive)

4

6. Inventory done by EDTC



Proactive instead of Reactive
• Helping the authorities to co-operate with industry. 
The document gives practical advice for authorities who can then ensure that industry 
works to reduce the risks from their work to a minimum.
This makes sense, since  industry are the experts in what they are doing. 

7. The way forward

Inshore/ 
nearshore:
Civil 
engineering / 
construction

Authorities = functional demands

Details

Renewables:
Wind, waves, 
current, 
hydro etc..

Details

Offshore:
Oil and gas

Others:
Fish farming, 
Mining etc.

Details

Details

EDTC documents = functional guidance



How can we improve the situation?

• Have guidance documents available for the whole of Europe. 

That can be  achieved and implemented in a fast and safe manner by using the 
guidance already prepared by EDTC following consultation process with HSHW

There is an absolute need to reduce fatalities within the industry!

EDTC can, by being the forum it is, bridge the existing 
gap between authorities, organizations and individuals. 
EDTC can provide some of this guidance already today. 

The need of an umbrella document is now met, 
– a guidance document is now drafted awaiting 

all your comments.

7. The way forward



Any  questions ?

EDTC Chairman - Jörn Ryberg        E:   jorn.ryberg@marcon.se

• EDTC provides an independent forum,
• EDTC inventory is the first of its kind,
• EDTC  “safe work practice” enables fast implementation,
• HSHW to co-operate and participate in consultation process.

Summary



Report of Medical 
Subcommittee

Jürg Wendling

EDTC Meeting 2018, Constanta 12.10.2018



Jürg Wendling - EDTC Meeting Constanta 2018 2

EDTCmed Meeting 29.09.2018 in Durban
(during Tricon Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine Congress)

1) From training standards to diving medical 
competence standards for DMAs

2) IDMEB to organise certifications of DMAs

3) EDMD div med databank gets international

4) Revision of fitness to dive standards: The certificate

10 Medical EDTC delegates participated 
+ guests from AU, ZA, US, EG, AHDMA and EurSciDivA



Jürg Wendling - EDTC Meeting Constanta 2018 3

1) From training standards to diving 
medical competence standards

• Level 2D training course results in knowledge 

of the scientific part of diving physiology, 

pathology and accident management. 

(Qualifies doctors in scientific research and 

clinical management of DCI)

• Diving industry needs additional proficiencies:



Jürg Wendling - EDTC Meeting Constanta 2018 4

• Diploma of Level 1 + 2 course
• Occupational medicine module 

(all web-based or diploma course)
• SSD and prof div technique (1d pract)
• Nx and O2-Deco (1d pract + e-learn prep)
• Onsite recompression treatmment

(1d pract + e-learn prep)

1) From training standards to diving medical competence standards

Diving industry needs additional proficiencies:



Jürg Wendling - EDTC Meeting Constanta 2018 5

• Validation of specific skills and experience by a 
certifying board

• Summative assessment (test independent of course 
providers) to be organised by certifying board

• Publication of a registry of all certified DMAs and 
MEDs by certifying board

Certificate of competence for physician of 
occupational diving is needed
(already present in training standards 2011 EDTC-ECHM)

1) From training standards to diving medical competence standards



Jürg Wendling - EDTC Meeting Constanta 2018 6

As EDTC sets standards serving as a guide for 
certifying instances we propose a new

• Med training standards 2011 EDTC-ECHM remain unchanged
• Diving medicine advisor (DMA) new name for doctors certified 

on the basis of the competence standards
• EDTCmed wishes to include medical support for high pressure 

tunnelling
• Content: All specifications presented during last 5 years, 

thought to be included into training standards 

“EDTC competence standard for physicians of 
occupational diving and tunnelling companies”

1) From training standards to diving medical competence standards



Jürg Wendling - EDTC Meeting Constanta 2018 7

What was modified compared to proposal from earlier years?

• No need for Level 3 competence. This remains in the hands of ECHM, does 

not recognise a special competence for doctors specialising in commercial 

diving or tunnelling

• Beyond level2 DMA, the new competence standard defines 

advanced proficiency in occupational diving medicine 

(saturation operations, hypoxic mixed gas, military diving, high pressure 

CAW tunnelling, ACLS Advanced Cardiac Life Support, ATLS preclinical 

trauma life support and others). 

These specialisations do not represent expert status, will help diving 

contractors to find a DMA with appropriate advanced proficiency. To be 

published on the online registry.

1) From training standards to diving medical competence standards



Jürg Wendling - EDTC Meeting Constanta 2018 8

• Layout and editing according to the template of EDTC 
competence standard for divers 

• EDTCmed members extensively discussed the text 
and details during meeting in Durban 29.09.2018:
Consensus after some modifications and proposal to 
EDTC to endorse this standard

EDTC competence standards for physicians of 
occupational diving and tunnelling companies

1) From training standards to diving medical competence standards



Jürg Wendling - EDTC Meeting Constanta 2018 9

2) IDMEB to organise  certifications

• IDMEB (International Diving Medical Expert Board) is 
constituted since 5 years. 

• Under the authority of the Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 
Pisa SSSA P. Online structure managed by SSSA P and CNR 
Pisa. Great support by this institution. 

• Cooperation with DMAC established for approval of 
training courses (Level 1 and Level 2D). DMAC guidance 
note  29 defines the procedures. DMAC is also involved 
for finetuning training objectives (basis for final test and 
certification

• EDTCmed members individually support IDMEB. Function 
of National Coordinators NC, assessing and validating 
applications to the registry of MEDs and DMAs.



Jürg Wendling - EDTC Meeting Constanta 2018 10

• NC (mostly EDTCmed members) to organise appropriate 
place for sitting online test, leading to certification of 
DMA

• IDMEB to set the conditions for providers of practical 
skills modules. Validating the outcome with an attest

• IDMEB/SSSA P offers basic occupational medicine 
module for commercial diving doctors. Web-based 
training combined with practical session on diving 
platform (blended learning)

2) IDMEB to organise certifications



Jürg Wendling - EDTC Meeting Constanta 2018 11

3) EDMD div med databank gets 
international

• Registry of MEDs and DMAs is highly welcome 
by non European diving medical associations.

• Our training standards are worldwide accepted 
as a good standard. 

• Request from several overseas countries or 
regional div med societies to join the databank 
(registry). This step was anticipated and 
hopefully the databank will soon get a 
worldwide registry.



Jürg Wendling - EDTC Meeting Constanta 2018 12

4) Revision of fitness to dive
standards: medical certificate

• Discussion about medical contraindications 
and assessment procedures continue

• Consensus that certificate must be more 
specific, eventually include fitness data and 
standardised restrictions

• Template endorsed (to be downloaded from 
EDMD-Databank)

• End of revision planned in one year



From training standards to comp standards.docx 

 

From training standards to DM competence standards 

 

 

2011 EDTC has achieved a consensus together with the European Committee for Hyperbaric 

Medicine ECHM (in the joint medical subcommittee), a consensus that resulted in an agreed 

first revision of the common training standards for diving and hyperbaric medicine 

physicians.  

 

Several years ago we realised that for diving medicine physicians to be contracted as diving 

medical advisors for the industry, the certificate of a successfully passed course Level 2D will 

not be appropriate. Therefore (in analogy to what the hyperbaric clinical specialists have 

defined for their doctors going to be hyperbaristes), we proposed a few additional 

competencies a diving medical advisor for occupational divers must have to get an 

acceptable competency: 

 

- Practical experience in management of surface supplied diving 

- Practical experience in oxygen decompression and Nitrox management 

- Practical experience in onsite treatment of DCI 

- Minimal knowledge of occupational medicine 

 

We also postulated that in order to get a certificate of competence for occupational diving 

medicine, there should be an examination by an academically based expert board including 

Level 2D subjects plus elements from the additional modules.  

 

In the meantime a registry of MEDs and approved Diving Medical Advisors, the diving 

medical databank (www.edmd.eu), has been installed and a certifying board (IDMEB 

International diving medical expert board) was built and hosted at the University SSSA Pisa. 

The practical modules are actually in construction and therefore we asked our partner 

organisation ECHM to update the training standards document in the form of a second 

revision, which means to re-establish a joint medical subcommittee for that reason.  

 

To our surprise the answer was that a revision is not needed now and that, occupational 

diving medicine is different from the diving medicine the hyperbaristes are involved in 

(treatment of decompression sickness in clinical settings and research items, mainly treating 

recreational divers).  

 

In consequence, in order to finalize the medical training standards for those doctors who will 

be engaged by the commercial diving industry, we should create a formal description as a 

complement to the existing and accepted standards of 2011. This is important as the 

executive part of recognition of certificates and recertification as well as practical experience 

modules will be in the hands of the International Diving Medical Expert Board IDMEB 

(independent expert group based at the University SSSA Pisa). We therefore propose that 

we edit a new EDTC standard called "EDTC competence standards for physicians of 

occupational diving and tunnelling companies.  



From training standards to comp standards.docx 

 

 

The content of these new standards will be the content we wanted to add to the common 

EDTC-ECHM training standards 2011. It is fully compatible with its aims and purposes and so 

only a template for the work of IDMEB which is not under responsibility of EDTC. Doing this, 

EDTC keeps its authority for creating European standards as a democratic and representative 

European body for that specialty. DMAC participation for this process is highly estimated as 

EDTC is representing all European countries but not all members are experts in H&S and 

Diving Medicine. 

 

We will discuss this draft at the EDTCmed meeting in Durban, and, if no major concerns 

exist, it will then to the EDTC meeting in Constanta for approval. 

 

All the best 

Jürg 

 

 

 

 

Jürg Wendling 

 

August 29, 2018 
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marine engineering surveys
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Igor Burovenko, IT Coordinator, GT Corporation SE 
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Introduction
GT Corporation SE is an international company which has been 

working in the field of marine engineering and hydro-technical 

engineering in many European countries for more than 25 years. 

Our main activities include:

§ Life Cycle Management of ports (LCM)

§ Diving and underwater engineering works

§ Design and engineering research

§ Construction, repair and reconstruction

2
Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 

surveys



Survey zones and required data
Zone Data required

1: seabed • Terrain
• Depth
• Scattered objects
• Anomalies

2: underwater 
wall

• Thickness, durability, quality of material
• Structural integrity
• Damage (holes, cracks from 0.5mm, 

deformations)
• Spatial orientation of constructive elements

3: water level 
area

• Thickness, durability, quality of material
• Structural integrity
• Damage (holes, cracks from 0.5mm, 

deformations)

4: above water • Structural integrity
• Damage (holes, cracks from 0.5mm, 

deformations)
• Object geodesic positioning 

3

1
2

4
3

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Example of seabed survey in port

4

Survey areas:
• Surrounding water area and seabed
• Additional focus on foundations of underwater structures, scattered objects

Oil terminal water area

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Zone 1: seabed

5

• Seabed is a great target for underwater scanning, with precision being less 
important than coverage

• The point cloud itself is not so good for visualization

Oil terminal water area (point cloud)

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Zone 1: seabed

6

Oil terminal water area (3D mesh)

• Meshing is great for visualization of scan results
• Interpolation at meshing stage allows to fill in all the ‘gaps’ with predefined 

precision

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Zone 2: pile field

Pile field pier (BIM project)

7

Survey areas:
• Pile field
• Slope, including state and depth

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Zone 2: pile field

Pile field pier (point cloud)

8

Survey areas:
• Pile field
• Slope, including state and depth

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Zone 2: pile field

Pile scanning is a challenge:
• Pile backs are unreachable by boat
• Slope is shaded by outstanding piles

9

Pile field pier (point cloud, top view)

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Zone 2: pile field

Pile field pier slope CAD model construction (3D mesh) 

§ Model based on reconstructed slope can be used for BIM and engineering

10Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Zone 2: underwater wall

11

Metal sheet pile wall (3D mesh)

Survey areas:
• Seabed (depths, objects, etc.)
• Metal sheet pile wall (including verticality)
• Concrete slab

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Zone 2: underwater wall

12

Metal sheet pile wall (3D mesh)

§ We can calculate deviation from preset vertical using point coordinates
§ The resulting deviation map is very useful for analysis and prevention of 

accidents

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Zone 3: water level area

13

Metal sheet pile wall (3D mesh with laser point cloud)

§ By adding laser point cloud above water level we can cover the full height of 
concrete slab

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Final result of post-processing

14

Final plot for metal sheet pile wall survey

§ The final plot for the survey is received by combining:
• Bottom
• Underwater wall
• Above water laser scan

§ All required data for the survey is present on one single plot

• Numerical measurements
• AutoCAD

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys
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Big areas scanning from a boat, survey data combined with 
quadrocopter data

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Zone 4: structures above water

16

§ Structures above water level need to be taken into 
account when conducting underwater surveys

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Zone 4: structures above water – added lidar data

17

§ Laser aerial scan allows to add structures above water 
for better visualization

Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Objects recognition on a depths challenge

18Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Required data
Zone Data required

1: seabed • Terrain
• Depth
• Scattered objects
• Anomalies

• Divers and ROV are used to 
definitively analyze object form 
and type

2: 
underwater 
wall

• Thickness, durability, quality of material
• Structural integrity
• Damage (holes, cracks from 0.5mm, 

deformations)
• Spatial orientation of constructive elements

• Thickness is measured 
manually

• All damage with size less than 
3-5 cm has to be checked 
visually

• Shaded elements have to be 
checked separately

3: water level 
area

• Thickness, durability, quality of material
• Structural integrity
• Damage (holes, cracks from 0.5mm, 

deformations)

• Integrity has to be checked 
visually due to gap between 
underwater and aerial scans

4: above 
water

• Structural integrity
• Damage (holes, cracks from 0.5mm, 

deformations)
• Object geodesic positioning 

• Structural integrity has to be 
checked visually 

• Small-size damage should be 
found and checked manually

19Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



Classical methods vs scanning
- Manual measurements in dry conditions

• Limited due to time and tools required per single measurement
• Dry hermetic chambers are costly to construct and deploy

- Using divers for measurements and survey
• Very dependent on weather conditions and in-water visibility
• Rigorous safety regulations
• High operational costs
• High possibility of human error

- Visual inspection, photography, video, ROV-s
• Underwater imaging and inspection dependent on visibility
• Aerial imaging dependent on weather conditions

- Acoustic and laser scanning
• Weather dependable
• Complicative in data collecting performance and data post-processing
• Huge data arrays, sensitive to hardware
• Not excluding necessity of divers control

20Acoustic scanning and divers in marine 
surveys



21Acoustic scanning vs divers in marine 
surveys

Still divers are indispensable



Applications of acoustic scanning in 
marine surveys 22

The best choice is combination of 
divers and scanners

+ = !
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www.gtcorporation.eu

our main office in Tallinn at:
Tartu mnt 65, 10115, Tallinn, ESTONIA

+372 601 0205

Thank you for your attention!

http://www.gtcorporation.eu/


INSTITUT NATIONAL DE PLONGEE 
PROFESSIONNELLE

et d 'intervention en milieu hyperbare

Port de la Pointe Rouge

- Entrée n°3

13008 MARSEILLE – France

Tél. : (33) 4 96 14 09 40

Fax : (33) 4 91 73 83 01

E-mail : info@inpp.org

Web Site : http://www.inpp.org

France / National Report EDTC 2018

mailto:info@inpp.org


l Recreational diving : 15 fatalities

l Commercial diving : 3 fatalities,  2 serious
accidents

Fatalities in 2018

France / National Report EDTC 2018



An alarming situation for 2018

3 fatalities and 2 serious accidents.
require a specific action from ministery
of labour.
Investigations are on process.
Lessons to learn, feed back to provide to 
the companies.
To be achieved : not later than the end of 
this year

France / National Report EDTC 2018



APRIL : HYDROELECTRIC DAM : STRONG CURRENT
SUCKED THE DIVER ON THE GRATING
5 MONTHS LATER, THE DIVER IS STILL IN COMA

JULY ; DAM : FATALITY DIVER
DROWNED, KIRBY NOT CORRECTLY FITTED, 
DISCONNECTED.

JULY : LOCK : A DIVER, TRAPPED BY CURRENT WENT 
THROUGH THE PIPE AND WAS SERIOUSLY INJURED 

SEPTEMBER : LARGE RIVER : FATALITY A NON 
COMMERCIAL DIVER INSPECTED THE ANCHORAGE OF 
BUOYS (WATER SKI AREA). A RECREATIONAL DIVER, WAS
ON THE DIVING SITE,  JUST HAVING A LOOK….  WHEN HE
FINALLY DISCOVERED THAT THE DIVER WAS NOT 
ANYMORE « MAKING BUBBLES », THE DIVER WAS
DROWNED.

France / National Report EDTC 2018



l October : fatality
l Divers changing the buoys of 300 meters limits

(swimming areas at sea)
l Big yellow buoys to be replaced during the rest

of the year by smaller ones (chains sink, and 
the smaller buoy keep the last meter of the 
chain 1 meter above the sea bed).

l The guy, alone, without any diving equipment, 
was trapped by the chain (and the additional
rope), and sunk with them. Drowned, no survey
, the dinghy and the second diver were
operating on the next buoy …

France / National Report EDTC 2018



Certificates delivered in 2018:

Total certificates delivered by Ministry of labour :  1026         
(1056 in 2017) 

l Mention A (Air course and sat course) :    202    (313)
l Mention B (Scuba Commercial) :               690   (640)
l Mention C (Nurses, Doctors) :                      65 (52)
l Mention D (Tunnels, EDF, …) :                  69  (120)

France / National Report EDTC 2018



Legislation update 1/3

l 3 schools are authorized to run air courses

l All schools will have to be accredited in 2017

France / National Report EDTC 2018



Legislation update 2/3

l INPP to be confirmed as the French delegate
for international organizations / meetings

l A decree has reinforced the list of works to 
Underwater companies

l Companies operating in tunneling and 
commercial diving activities will have to be
accredited to get a permit to work in France.

l Some more decrees are expected to clarify
some points (use of rebreather, etc ….), and to 
correct some mistakes.

France / National Report EDTC 2018



Legislation 3/3
SS Diving / commercial diving training

l Longer training (roughly 20 weeks) : 8 weeks

for safety + 12 weeks for welding / Cutting / 

concrete works / Metrology / Lifting Moving

weights. 

l both training would be requested to work in 

France 

l Should be voted by the end o the year, and in 

force 1rst January 2022.

l May / Will impact mutual and international 

recognition, INPP is in charge of the item.

France / National Report EDTC 2018



Thanks for your attention

Any question ????



Dive_Doctors Italy 
Medical Assistance of Working Divers

Pasquale Longobardi MD
Institute for Life Sciences, Scuola Superiore
Sant’Anna (SSSA) Pisa (I) - Affiliate Researcher 
Italian Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine Society 
(SIMSI) - President 
Centro iperbarico Ravenna (I) - Medical Director 

direzione@iperbaricoravenna.it

Welcome to EDTC 2018 Meeeting
Costanta, Romania 12th  October 2018



Nenè field 
Phase 2
Congo

Micoperi Ltd



Reported incidents 
and complaints
(updated 2018)

Steve Sheppard Helix Well Ops (UK)
Jorn Ryberg, EDTC President

Diving Worksites Event  (UK only) # events

Rescue required (Includes five events below) 7
Loss of consciousness in water or in bell 5
Other medical problem 

(9 deaths for heart attacks across the globe)
4

Period Total fatal 

accidents 

Fatal accidents 

per year

1960 -1999 815 21

2000 - 2018 769 43



Working 
divers

- Have strenuous work in remote locations, 
far from effective medical support

- Must be able to react to emergencies for 
themselves and their team mates

Steve Sheppard. Helix Well Ops UK

MUST MAINTAIN AN 
ADEQUATE LEVEL 

OF FITNESS

186 BPM
Heart rate



Hazard Identification (HazId)

telemedicine

Illness or injury could be managed by:
- Diver Medic Technician (DMT)
- Availability of ship or rig medics
- Company doctor (telemedicine)
- On-call emergency medical team (near the dive site)
- Medical staff at dive site

Diving Physician Advisor 
or Nurse Diving Specialist

at dive site



Dive_Doctors
Italy statistics

from 2009 to 2018 (30 October)

5,256 days of DMA assistance at dive site
1,104 days of Nurse Diving Specialist (NDS)

13,440 hours of telemedicine (2016-2018)
€1,993,682 (2 million) paid to DSA and NDS

Saint Paolo Award  2017
Italian Diving Contractors Association



Iraq



Monitoring 
of hygiene

Bacterial growth in Filtration Skids housing: >1000 colonies of Aspergillus



Pasquale Longobardi

Ear 
problems

Otomycosis by 
candida, aspergillus

TEED 4 
hemorrhage in 

the ear tympanic 
membrane
cortisone 

+ antibioticsserous media otitis

Measures to Safeguard 
Against Infection 

• Personal Hygiene Measures 
• Prevention of Infection of 

the External Ear Canal
• Chamber and Environmental 

Support System Cleansing
• Environmental Control 



In-Water or Decompression 
Chamber Contamination

Isotopes
(tetra-ethyl lead)

Muds: volatile hydrocarbons

Epichlorhydrin, 
Acrylonitrile, 

Trichloroethane
(carcinogens)

David Elliott

A diver lost the eye 
by Acanthamoeba

keratitis after diving 
in stagnant water



David Elliott

@ 2013 
The Concordia 
Parbuckling Project: 
dismantling of the 
lifeboat

Lifting, crane, rigging, 
deck operations

Crush 
Syndrome, 

Trauma



MEDEVAC

DSV cost: $200,000 per day



Shah Deniz 2 

Project

in the Caspian

(Diving 

Perspective)

� The largest oilfield in the Azerbaijan . In 2017, 630,000 

barrels per day (b/d). $1.45 billion in capital expenditure.

� Water depth for ACG Oil Project varies from 169 m to 200 m 

(saturation storage depth: 70-175 msw)



Hyperbaric 
Rescue 

Facility (HRF)

Phil Bryson - Iquarus/International SOS



Shah Deniz 2 

Project

in the Caspian

(Diving 

Perspective)

1350 + Bell run in the last 30 months

1700 + Lost Time Injury (LTI) free Lockouts

350.000 + Saturated Man Hours in the last 5 years

Saturation system

90 people (35 divers)



Nenè field
Phase 2 
Congo

Micoperi Ltd

� Installation of two fixed platforms, named WHP 3 and 
WHP 4

� Surface Supplied and Saturation diving works (from 26 
to 115 msw) for clamps, spools, risers, pre-
commissioning, post-intervention works.

Micoperi DSV 
Castagna 1 



Thank you for your attention

www.simsi.it 

The medical assistance at worksite is an 
“INVESTMENT” rather than a cost



PTIL/PSA

National report - Norway

EDTC 
Mamaia, Romania – October 2018



PTIL/PSA

National report – Norway
Mamaia 2018

Topics:

• Accidents and Incidents
• Changes in legislation, practices etc.
• Statistics regarding certification numbers
• Activities in support of training and safety
• Quality control of diver training and certification



PTIL/PSA

2017: 15568 MHS



PTIL/PSA

The DSYS database - 2017 Surfave oriented diving



PTIL/PSA

National report – Norway
Mamaia 2018

Reported accidents and Incidents Oct. 2017 – Oct. 2018

All related to surface oriented diving:

• Omitted decompression (no injury)

• Diver experienced headache after physical demanding dive 
- Affected diver had full beard, while his non-affected co-diver had not

- Assumed CO2 congestion in helmet

- Received treatment in form of O2 on mask

• Hand injury from cleaning with Caviblaster 190 bar tool
- Diver cleared to dive next day 



PTIL/PSA

• Dive to 22,3 MSW

• Duration 87 min 

• NITROX 40/60

• Used EAD table 15/90

• Should have used 18/90 table

• No DCS symptoms

• Administred table 5 tratment

• Diver well

Discussions PRO/CON 
the use of computers

Ref. IMCA Guidance D033

Incident: Omitted decompression



PTIL/PSA

National report – Norway
Mamaia 2018 

Changes in legislation

Offshore - No changes to the legislation 

Inshore   - Significant changes to the legislation regulating inshore diving 
activities under the The Norwegian Labour Inspection Authority



PTIL/PSA

Supervision of diving on the NCS – a reminder
Samples of “Requirements particular for Norway”
(or perhaps – not so particular anymore)

§ Provisions related to time (WEA and Activity regulations § 94) 
• Total permitted working period 
• Stay on working depth and total sat-period
• Bellrun duration
• Time in water
• Mandatory break for eat and drink during bellrun
• 10 mins. Bail-out duration/ max 45 meter umbilical

§ Framework for decompression tables (NORSOK U-100)
• One set of tables - remained unchanged for 25 years

§ Emergency preparedness
• Requirement for two HRV’s – two independent systems
• Requirements related to recovery from the sea
• Requirements for onshore reception facilities



PTIL/PSA

National report – Norway
Mamaia 2018 

Inshore diving

• Norwegian Labour Inspection Authority makes fundamental changes
In  their regulations for inshore diving

• One step closer to harmonisation of diving activities offshore – inshore

Main changes related to:

- team size (min 4)
- standby diver
- communication- hardwire
- supervisor qualifications



PTIL/PSA

National report – Norway
Mamaia 2018 

Basis for Class 1 certificates

Full offshore top-up qualification to 50 meters – 16 weeks duration

• Wet-bell
• SCUBA
• Chamber operation 

PSA regulations EDTC NORSOK U-100 School syllabus



PTIL/PSA

National report – Norway
Mamaia 2018

Statistics regarding certification numbers

Diver training 2017/18 

The Norwegian School of Commercial Diving (NYD) in 
Oslo 

• 175 students trained to Class 1

• 32 students trained to IMCA Air diving supervisor trainees

• 22 students certified as underwater welder according to BS 
EN ISO 15618-1

• 120 students at non offshore related courses (fire 
department rescue divers,  SAR supervisors, IDSA Level 3 
etc



PTIL/PSA

National report – Norway
Mamaia 2018

Ø Surface oriented diver 50 metres offshore/Inshore

Ø Closed Bell Saturation diving

Ø Underwater welding

Ø DP course

Ø Bell supervisor simulator training

Ø Search and Rescue diving (SAR)

Ø SAR Supervisor

Ø Diving familiarization for non-diving personnel

Available courses NYD 2018

Ø Inshore supervisor

Ø IMCA DMT

Ø IMCA ALST

Ø NITROX

Ø NORSOK Leadership

Ø Top-Up courses

Ø On-demand specialty courses for 
groups/companies

Ø Bolt tensioning



PTIL/PSA

National report – Norway
Mamaia 2018 

Statistics regarding certification numbers

Diver training 2017/18

The Regional College/Diving School in Bergen (HVL):

• 15 students one year vocational education
- Included 19 students trained to Class 1(1 year course) 6 students did not pass

• 4 students trained to NORSOK Air diving supervisor trainees
- in addition to the 24 Class 1 students+ 4 students DMT U-103

• 29 students trained as rescuedivers
• 8 students trained as rescue diving supervisors
• 10 students trained as air chamber operators (scientific divers) 



PTIL/PSA

National report – Norway
Mamaia 2018 

General audit check points

- Facilities and equipment
- General housekeeping and maintanance
- Training programs
- Entry requirements Class 1 & 2
- Student follow-up Class 1 & 2



PTIL/PSA

National report – Norway
Mamaia 2018 

Proposal for new design of diving certificates

• In 2011 PSA entered an agreement with accredited body Norsk Kompetanseregister
(NKR – Norwegian Register of Competencies) for the issuance of diver certificates
(Class I and Class II)

• They are now proposing to alter the design of the certificates
• Purpose:

• Alignment with related industry certificates – mainly lifting certificates
• Improved security and verificability through the use of a QR-code
• The QR-code will give the diver possibility to collect and present all certificates
• Security is maintained by levels of access regarding input 

• (NKR – the schools - and the diver)     



PTIL/PSA

225 m

Going deeper?



PTIL/PSA

Identified need for revised programme for health examinations 
for divers participating in diving operations in the depth range 
180-225 msw

Project to establish guideline for 
emergency decompression of
saturation divers

Ongoing activities



PTIL/PSA

PSA now to include diving personnel
in bi-annual questionnaire on HSE in RNNP



Occupational & Environmental Medicine
University of Gothenburg & Sahlgrenska University Hospital

EDTC med Sweden
Mats Hagberg  2018  1

Report EDTC Med Sweden

Ordinance for Medical Control of working divers is to 
change

Teaching of diving and hyperbaric medicine

Injuries in Swedish working divers stress related?



Occupational & Environmental Medicine
University of Gothenburg & Sahlgrenska University Hospital

EDTC med Sweden
Mats Hagberg  2018  2

Ordinance for Medical Control of working 
divers is to change

The Swedish Work Environment Authority will demand the 
competence of Medical Examiner of Divers according to 
EDTC curriculum.

Previously also occupational health physicians  were 
allowed to do the health examinations (FTD).



Occupational & Environmental Medicine
University of Gothenburg & Sahlgrenska University Hospital

EDTC med Sweden
Mats Hagberg  2018  3

Teaching of diving and hyperbaric medicine

In Sweden all the teaching of diving and hyperbaric medicine for 
physicians is managed by Sahlgrenska University Hospital and 
University of Gothenburg

Diving medicine MED
September 2018 a refresher course 25 physicians participated
Coming January 2019 (2 weeks) Medical Examinaers of Divers 

course and hyperbaric medicine course will be held in Karlskrona
and Gothenburg according to EDTC and ECHM 



Occupational & Environmental Medicine
University of Gothenburg & Sahlgrenska University Hospital

EDTC med Sweden
Mats Hagberg  2018  4

Injuries in Swedish working divers stress related?

Working divers
Questionnaire

Rescue n=155
Coastguard n=39
Navy n=66
Scientific n=63
Construction n=13
Diving instructors
n=326
Total n=662

Diving injuries was the sum of number of times during 
2013 the working diver had experience after dive: skin 
blotchy rash,  joint pain (bends), numbness-tingling, 
impairment of hearing (less than one day or more than 
one day).
The stress question was a single item validated to 
Maslach burnout inventory
“Stress means a situation in which a person feels tense, 
restless, nervous or anxious or is unable to sleep at night 
because his/her mind is troubled all the time. Do you feel 
this kind of stress
these days?” The response was recorded on a 5-point 
Likert scale varying from 1 “not at all” to 5 “very much”.



Occupational & Environmental Medicine
University of Gothenburg & Sahlgrenska University Hospital

EDTC med Sweden
Mats Hagberg  2018  5

Injuries in Swedish working divers stress related?

Regression
outcome:
Number of 

injuries

Variable Parameter 
estimate

P-value
Intercept 2,8 0,048

Work ability score -0,13 0,21
Gender -0,59 0,25

Age -0,035 0,012

Underwater hours 
as working diver

0,0056 < 0,0001

Stress 0,60 <0,0001



Occupational & Environmental Medicine
University of Gothenburg & Sahlgrenska University Hospital

EDTC med Sweden
Mats Hagberg  2018  6

Thank You for your attention!



ADCI - 
 
History, Impact to Industry, and Requirements 
for Contractors and Schools 

Phil Newsum, Executive Director – ADCI 

EDTC Annual Assembly



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 

    
 
 
                                          Mission of the ADCI 
-To promote the highest level of safety in the practice of commercial 
diving and underwater operations.  
 
-To promote proper and adequate training and education for industry 
personnel.  
 
-To foster open communication within the Underwater Industry.  
 
-To hold all members accountable in adherence to the International 
Consensus Standards for Commercial Diving and Underwater 
Operations.



Since 1968, the ADCI has been at the forefront of establishing 
safe industry guidelines for General Contractors and 
Commercial Diver Training Programs. 



Today, the ADCI provides input and guidance to Regulators, 
Contractors, Schools, Militaries, Manufacturers, as well as 
the Medical Industry.  Some of the partnerships the ADCI 
has are with the USCG, ASA, CDSA, Chilean Navy, and 
SupSalv (USN).  



As mentioned in the mission statement, the document 
which provides the mission and guidelines for the ADCI and 
its stakeholders is the International Consensus Standards 
for Commercial Diving and Underwater operations.



The International Consensus Standards for Commercial Diving and 
Underwater Operations provides guidance for both the Offshore and 
Inshore Sectors.  
 
At the request of the IOGP’s DOSC and IMCA (through our 
collaborative work on the IDIF), and understanding the unique tasks 
and environmental challenges for working in support of vessel 
maintenance; this year, the ADCI will release new guidelines specific 
to performing Ship Husbandry, to outline the requirements for 
contractors working at Ports, Marinas, and Anchorages worldwide.



The new guidelines will be released at the end of the fourth 
(4th) quarter of 2018, in conjunction with the release of the 
International Consensus Standards for Commercial Diving 
and Underwater Operations (6.3).  
 



For more information on the ADCI,  
please go to www.adc-int.org, ADCI TV, or contact me at 
pnewsum@adc-int.org 

Underwater Intervention 2019 
February 5-7, 2019 
New Orleans, LA 
www.underwaterintervention.com 

 

http://www.adc-int.org
mailto:pnewsum@adc-int.org
http://www.underwaterintervention.com


    
 
   Thank You. 
 
 
 
   Questions? 
 



Health and Safety 
Executive

Health and Safety 
Executive

EDTC UK Update
Marmaia 2018



UK Accidents/Incidents – 2017/18

6 “diving at work” fatalities  – all under 
investigation.

July 2017 – Thierry Raibaut - PADI Tech 45 course 

July 2017 – William Piece - TDI Rebreather course
March 2018 – Lance Corporal George Partridge -

Week 5 of Army Diver training
June 2018 – Roger Clarke - PADI Rebreather course 

(Poseidon Mk VI)
July 2018 – Matthew Green - Shellfish diver

September 2018 – Kevin Miles - Rebreather course



Major injuries

Inland/Inshore
• Surgical emphysema 
• Finger amputation

Offshore
• Unconscious diver in sat



Over 7 Day Injuries

Recreational
• 1 incident at Manchester Grammar School;

– 12 RIDDORs for 12 pupils, SCUBA training, contaminated 
gas

• Spinal DCI
• Breathing difficulty and uncontrolled ascent
• 1 diver uncontrolled ascent, 3 other divers missed safety stop

Inland/inshore
• DCI



12 Dangerous Occurrences 

Offshore
• Unplanned excursion during bell checks – internal pressure drop 

of bell.
• Unplanned pressure gain in sat system 98 to113m….digital 

system.
• Failure of isolations
• Failure of hydraulic hose

Inland/inshore
• Frozen regulator
• Cylinder explosion
• Diver “lost main air”, and reported no gas from bailout.  Human 

factors?  No defects found with helmet.  Temporary blockage?



Complaints 

Inland/inshore
• Unaware of Diving at Work Regulations x2
• Clearing of rubbish by recreational divers
• Use of SCUBA in fish farm pens to 28m
• Diving in fish farm with no standby diver ready and equipment not 

maintained
• Use of SCUBA for a bridge and culvert inspection
• Hull cleaning with no standby diver, no supervisor, no secondary air 

supply



Complaints Cont’d

Recreational
• 2x Various poor practice 
• Providing instruction in the use of non-CE marked 

equipment (PPE Directive)
• Instructors without medicals

Media
• Inappropriate qualification and no medical 

Shellfish
• Shellfish vessel operating in the path of the ferry, 

possibility that the diver was in the water.



Enforcement Notices 2017/18

Prohibition Notices
Ø Shellfish

• Team size inadequate

Ø Inland/inshore
• standby diver not ready to enter water

Improvement Notices
Ø Shellfish

• No medical
• Equipment maintenance
• No lifeline, voice comms + standby diver not at immediate readiness



Changes in legislation, practices 
and/or arrangements:

• Diving Information Sheets revised.

• Updating shellfish diving guidance.
• Published criteria for approved qualifications.
• Offshore survival training – exemption from 

medical requirements of DWR .
• Schools Protocol – Rewrite as a set of 

conditions.



Fort William Update







Fort William - Changes

• Cost cutting through withdrawal from Tasmania
• Restructure into Not for Profit company
• Industry involvement – board of directors 

including contractors
• Rebuild of sat system with support from Subsea 

7 and TechnipFMC



Refurbished Sat System

• “New” vessel – and SPHL

• Equipment: mix of new, refurbished and 
equipment from Rockwater 1 DSV

• Financial support from industry and 
government

• Challenging project











SPHL









• 3 courses complete to date
• SPHL & LSP now installed
• SPHL evacuation exercises incorporated 

into course
• Training updated 
• Vessel & system fit for many years
• Ready for future enhancements



HSE Certificates Issued (= 569)
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HSE Certificates Issued
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HSE Certificates Issued + oil price
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Questions?



POLISH NATIONAL REPORT 2018

Diver’s Qualification Board

Krzysztof Stopierzyński
e-mail: krzysztof.stopierzynski@umgdy.gov.pl



Commercial diving legislation:

Underwater work act 2003 (Parliament of Poland)

§ Health and safety of underwater work executive act 2004 (Ministry of 

Infrastructure)

§ Medical conditions of underwater work executive act 2007 (Ministry of Health)

§ Training and examination of underwater work personnel executive act 2004 

(MoI)

§ Detailed procedures of issuing certificates, logbooks, and other documents and 

patterns of the certificaties executive act 2004 (MoI)

§ Commercial diving qualifications of personnel trained in Ministry of Defence

scheme executive act 2005 (Ministry of defence)

§ Commercial diving qualifications of personel trained in Ministry of Internal

Affairs scheme executive act 2004 (Ministry of Internal Affairs)

§ Construction and certification of submersible object executive act 2004 (MoI)

01.11.2018 EDTC Polish National Report 2018 – Krzysztof Stopierzynski 2



Revision of Health and safety of underwater work executive act 2004

01.11.2018 EDTC Polish National Report 2018 – Krzysztof Stopierzynski 3

§ Limitation in use of SCUBA equipment:
– Maximum depth 20m
– Excluding peticularly dangerous diving work (pneumatic and hydraulics tools, 

welding and burning, UXO work ect.)
– Exluding offshore work 

§ 4 man team inshore (already in legislation but not clear enough)
§ Separate set of rules for offshore diving (offshore wind energy)
§ Introduce UXO set of rules
§ Revision of responsibility area of contractor – supervisor - client

§ Introducing suspending or cancelling certification based on the not 
complying with HSE rules and for issuing false reports.

§ Reworking protocols for inshore state supervison over the safety of the 
dive sites



Maritime office diving certification database
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Divers certificates issued and refreshed last 5 years:(comparing to 2015)
• 3rd Class Diver – 372 (434)
• 2nd Class Diver – 152 (176)
• 1st Class Diver – 100 (119)
• Saturation diver – 29 (28)

Diving Supervisors certificates issued since 1st January 2003:
• 3rd Class Diving Supervisor – 38 (0)
• 2nd Class Diving Supervisor – 387 (390)
• 1st Class Diving Supervisor – 15 (17)

Diving System Operator certificates issued – 207 (201)



2016 – HSE Recognition of Polish Diving Qualification
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2018 – International legislation

01.11.2018 EDTC Polish National Report 2018 – Krzysztof Stopierzynski 6

vUnited Nations IMO Diving-Code Code of Safety for 
Diving Systems Reviev

vInternational convention on underwater heritage 
preservation



Diving Projects
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Dive Smart:



Diving Projects
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Baltic Pipe Project:



Marelitt Baltic
§ Ghost fishing impact reduction on marinelife by cleaning abandoned or lost fishing 

nets from the wrecks.
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Projekt Ratownik – Navy Rescue Sat Vessel
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Polish Offshore Wind Energy Program:
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UXO challenge in infrastructural projects
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Polish Association of Hyperbaric Medicine and Technics

01.11.2018 EDTC Polish National Report 2018 – Krzysztof Stopierzynski 13

Polish Association of Hyperbaric Medicine and Technics

XX Annual Conference 2018
22-25 November 2018

Astor Hotel, Jastrzębia Góra, Poland



Polish Hyperbaric Research
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Polish Hyperbaric Research
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Published books on hyperbarics medicine and technics

01.11.2018 EDTC Polish National Report 2018 – Krzysztof Stopierzynski 16

Soda lime in military diving Heliox saturation diving
Theroeticat training guide Experimental ROV 

movement modeling



Published books on hyperbarics medicine and technics
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Ventilation of decompression
chamber at air hiperbaric 

exposition

Pathoclinic of changes in 
hearth and lungs treated and 

untreated with treatment 
decompression during barotrauma

on animal model

Chosen problems of marine
and diving medicine



Thank you for your attantion!
Any questions?

Krzysztof Stopierzyński
e-mail: krzysztof.stopierzynski@umgdy.gov.pl
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